
Hand-Sewn Mask Instructions

Hand-sewing basics tutorial on 4/9 at Zoom meeting ID 947 2626 9986

Materials:

❏ Fabric outer layer (2)

❏ Towel filter layer (1, folded in half)

❏ Elastic for ear loops (10”)

❏ Wire or paperclip (simply unbend paperclip)

❏ Thread (assorted)

❏ Hand-sewing needle (assorted)

❏ Pins (4-8)

❏ Instructions and stitch guide handout

Before You Start

1. Size your ear loops - measure from a well-fitting mask you already own, or try

measuring by looping around your ear from cheekbone to upper jaw as shown. Most

people need between 4-5” per ear.

2. Trim your filter layer to the same size as your outer fabric layers - cut along the fold,

then cut about 2 ¼ inches off the short edges so that each piece is 6”x8”

3. If you want to decorate your mask with drawing, painting, or embroidery, now is the

time to do it! It is easiest to decorate before you sew when everything’s still flat, and

embroidery can pierce your filter layer which will make it less effective.



Construction

1. Find your fabric outer layers and filter layers. Lay one filter layer on the table, and

put on top of it one fabric layer with the pretty side (“right side”) facing up. Take

your other fabric layer and place it ugly side (“wrong side”) up, so that the “right

sides” are touching. Finally, place the last filter layer on top and align all the edges as

best you can (it’s ok if they’re slightly different sizes). This should form a sandwich

with the outer layers in-between the filter layers. If you don’t want a filter layer, just

stack the fabric with the wrong sides facing out.

2. Place a pin in each corner and, optionally, a pin along each edge (as shown) through

all layers of fabric and filter to hold them together.

3. Carefully running stitch along each of the long (8”) sides, about half an inch from the

edge of the fabric. Remove the pins as you reach them.

4. Take out the remaining pins and carefully separate the fabric layers with your fingers

so you can look inside. Take your ear elastics and insert them between these layers on

each side to form loops (do NOT cross the elastics). Pin the ends so they just stick

through the corners of the mask. This will bunch up the edges of your mask, so extra

pins to help you keep it straight while you sew are recommended.



5. Secure your ear elastics by sewing a bunch of overlapping stitches in the same area. If

possible, sew in an X shape through the corners 5 or 6 times, like you were sewing on a

button. If it’s messy and not an X shape, that’s fine - nobody will see it!

6. Use the running stitch to sew one of the short edges shut. Sew the other edge only

partway, leaving a gap of about 2 ½ inches. Do your best to hold the edges so they lay

flat while you sew, even though they will bunch up when you let go. This way, they

will have enough thread to lie flat in later steps.

7. Snip the corners of your mask diagonally a few millimeters from your stitching, so that

the corners look beveled. This will make it easier to turn inside out. Take care not to

cut through any of your stitching or it will unravel!

8. Turn mask inside out through the gap that you left on the short side. Use your fingers

or a pencil to push the corners out sharply, or tug on the elastic, to get the mask fully

right side out. None of your stitching should be easily visible, and the ear loops should

be obvious and well anchored. If you have an iron, this is a good time to iron your

mask.

9. Take your wire (or paperclip) and unbend it so it is fairly straight. Stick it through the

gap left in the side of your mask, between the filter layers, and manipulate it until it

lies flush with the inside of the top seam of your mask. Carefully place pins

underneath to form a pocket and hold it there.



10. Tuck the raw edges of the hole inside, so they are not exposed. Fold the short edges as

shown, and pin in place. It works best to have the two flaps meeting in the center on

the side you want to wear as the outside of the mask most of the time, though these

masks are reversible.

11. Sew the flaps down with a whipstitch, making sure to go through ALL the layers. This

part is tricky: it will take a thimble, some wiggling of the needle, and patience. This

will also sew closed the hole you used to turn your mask inside out!

12. Finally, use a back-stitch or double running stitches along the top and bottom of the

mask, about ¼ inch away from the edge. This will hold your wire in place, as well as

help the whole mask lie flat and not puff up like a pillow when you wash it. If your

wire starts slipping out of place while you sew it, gently manipulate it from outside

the mask until it is in place again (it should be inside the ¼ inch gap between the edge

of the mask and your stitches). Mold wire to your nose, and your mask is complete!

How to do double running stitches: sew along the seam with a normal running stitch. Once

you reach the other side, turn your project around and sew a running stitch back to where

you started, sticking the needle through the same holes if possible. This should create a

double-sided, continuous line of stitches - you can also use 2 colors of thread for a fun effect!


